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Need Help Navigating the Healthcare Cloud?

Healthcare Industry Leaders are strongly urging Healthcare to move to the internet cloud.

According to ClearDATA, “In the keynote for the most recent annual meeting of the

Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS), former Executive

Chairman of Google and Alphabet Inc., Eric Schmidt, told attendees to neither crawl nor

walk but run to the cloud to enable [security and] innovation.”

https://www.facebook.com/PIMSYEMR/
https://twitter.com/pimsy_ehr
https://www.linkedin.com/company/smoky-mountain-information-systems-inc.
https://www.instagram.com/pimsyehr/
http://www.pimsyehr.com/


What is the internet cloud?

Cloud computing is computing based on the internet. In the past, people ran applications

or programs from software downloaded onto a physical computer or server in their

building. However, cloud computing allows people access to the same kinds of applications

through the internet. Click here to learn more...

Why move to the cloud?

Reduced IT costs. Moving to cloud computing may reduce the cost of managing and

maintaining your IT systems.

Scalability. Quickly and easily grow your business.

Business continuity. Protect your PHI data and systems, which is part of your HIPAA

compliance and value of a thorough security risk assessment.

Collaboration efficiency. Share records and communicate more easily.

Flexibility of work practices. Access data from different locations, such as home, on

holiday, or during your commute to/from work.

Access to automatic updates. Depending on your cloud provider, your system will be

regularly updated with the most recent technology.

https://www.pimsyehr.com/what-are-the-advantages-to-cloud-based-ehr


How do I move my healthcare business to the cloud?

Fortunately, PIMSY is already in the cloud. All of your PHI and other data are securely

stored and backed up regularly to protect your business. Find out more here.

Eating Disorders + Ethnicity

https://www.pimsyehr.com/what-are-the-advantages-to-cloud-based-ehr


Eating disorders among immigrants and diasporas (a group of people who have emigrated

and are now living within another country or culture) can be complex to diagnose and treat,

highlighting the complicated intersectionality of culture, food and perceptions of mental

illness.

In order to better serve minority ethnic groups or immigrant communities, professionals

should be trained in cultural competency, incorporate cultural sensitivity into their work and

familiar with the world views, values and beliefs of the populations they are working with.

Additionally, therapy should be conducted with an understanding of cultural context and

the stresses that come along with immigration and assimilation. Read more....

Click here for resources on cross-cultural therapy and eating disorders among various ethnic

groups.

How Can PIMSY Help You Grow?

“PIMSY has helped me become 70-80% more efficient within the 1st month of my

business relaunch." {Gus C., Clinical Director / CEO}

To your success!

http://pimsyehr.com/eating-disorders-ethnicity?highlight=WyJldGhuaWNpdHkiXQ==
http://pimsyehr.com/eating-disorders-ethnicity?highlight=WyJldGhuaWNpdHkiXQ==
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